Path

These are rough notes on information and prophetic words regarding paths. Spelling and grammar has not been checked.

1/16/07
Sharon
You are my people, my sheep. There are new pastures. I am releasing you into new pastures and they are big, wide, and green. Lots of good things to eat. Path ways are opening. It will be clear to where you are walk and what you are to carry. We are receiving knapsacks and He is putting into them what we need. It is because we have come to him with empty hands. He will give to us what we need to carry. It is dimensional. (Her head feels like it is in the dimensions). We are all keys now. Living keys. He is turning us into the lock. (she is a human key-She is unlocking another dimension - dimensions of glory)

1/28/08
Jana
Taste and see. Taste and see. Enlighten your senses. Practice, Practice, Practice. It is a new day. A new life. It is a path of Glory. It is a great hope of Glory. It is to know Him. Come let’s go up to the mountain of the Lord. Not to be touch with human hands. Come to mount Zion. I say to Zion, these are them. To be taught on the mountain. It is a higher, holier way, a holy highway. Because you are called to Zion, to the new Jerusalem. Angels are gathering. A new Jerusalem. Call to Me and I will answer you. Mighty things to show you that you do not know. This is not traditional. But you are come up higher. I want to unleash new strategies, to plunder the enemy. Dig up the fallow ground. Buried treasure, buried fruit.

March 5, 2008
Jana
There is another journey. Beginning of another journey and it will all come together. It is a path way. (clearing away….making a way). I want to expand My glory. Ancient path. It is a path of healing. It is a path that glows brighter to the full light of day. You must go down to go up. Deeper still. You haven’t grasped what I am giving you. It is a brighter path so that the lame will not be detached, yet be healed. (See is swimming deeper and deeper). There are more keys and doors to be opened. (An Elder comes). It is about breakthrough. Come and see. It is about seeing. Seeing is believing. Hearing is knowing. If you can have it, you can give it away. Come and see. It is a way of seeing. Breakthrough. New strategies, new weapons, new tools. In the secret place, in the hiding place, I have mysteries to unfold. Come up, come up. You have gone down, now come up. It is part of the path way. It is a higher way, it is highway, a holy highway. (I see doors). There are doors, different places, and gates. Distribution. I want to distribute. Prepare the way. Building something…build upon this. The foundation is laid. Layer upon layer of revelation laid. What do you want to see, ask Me.

March 7, 2008
Jana
Fear the Lord leads to knowledge. It is in the knowing. For those who know will lead to great knowledge. It is in the depth that you call and I will answer. I will show you a mystery. It is in the hidden place that you hear My voice. It is in the depth that you share in my suffering and death. There is no resurrection without a death. Do you want to know His power of resurrection? Practice dying. It is not a one time thing. Because if you practice dying you will not be surprise. I want to reposition but it takes a death. It is the path of righteousness. It is higher way to higher ways. You leave what is left behind. You leave tools, weapons. Then come up. Freely you have received, freely given.

There is more or Me then you have ever believed. This is Holy, a holy path. You will be holy as He is Holy. I am strengthening your connection. Build on this. Strengthen your connections. That is why they are called Living Stones, that are not dead stones. I am raising up a bride out of the wilderness for a deliverance out of the
wilderness. For there is more to be put on the table than ever before. The dimensions are so you will learn how vast, wide and deep. Set your mind on these. There are wonders to behold. If you will choose this path, you will be tested. But only to what you provide for I always provide a way out. I am faithful. You are all mature at the level you are at. But you must come up so others may also follow. If you say yes, I will direct your steps. I will bring your success.

3/10/08

Jana:
Set the agenda
Preparing a people
To prepare a way
(Jana seeing blue things all over)
I'm opening a way
You are path makers
For his name's sake
You're creating a path
It's a higher way
It's a holy way
Surely goodness and mercy will follow you all the days of your life
And the path will heal the lame
Establish relationships
Strengthen them
There's warfare ahead
But I will commit your steps
It's higher, it's steeper
But it's straight
I'll clothe you in strength
And give you a shield of faith to persevere
I'm positioning and repositioning
Something about (what is it Lord)
Something just shifted (like another landing)

April 29, 2008

Jana,
Deliverance and healing is the children's bread. Show what you know Paul. I have the revelation. Give the revelation. He gets it. To true freedom. Ask and you will receive, true freedom. The ancient path that leads to the city of God. Zion is waiting. Jerusalem hears. New tools. Your inheritance is rich. Ask for the treasures of darkness. There is more. A gather power is here for you. I will connect the dots. You have asked for me and it is freedom and it is the true freedom that will set the captives free. You will know the truth. I will expand your territory and I will give you a bigger field.

Zion is waiting. Sonship. Father to the sons and sons to the Fathers. The Son will set you free. Just believe. Ask of me and believe. Ask for the keys for truly there is a plan and purpose to a greater plan and purpose. Ask for the ancient path. There is an inheritance. Build on the ancient inheritance. Your family history will tell your inheritance. It is a long line. I have promises to keep.

May 30, 2008

Mimi

This is a new day for you. Step out of the past, out of the old. Where you have been dishonored, you will be honored. Where you have been cursed, you will be blessed. You are blessed. Give Me the Glory! For your victories, for your triumph, for your advances in the Kingdom and I will give you more than you can possibly imagine. Step out of your old wineskins…new wineskins and I will pour in pour in new wine. Shed the old. For I do a new thing in you. Who would dare stand against you for I have called you and ordained you. Step into the path I have ordained you for I am with you. I will continue to refine you in the fire, the refiner’s fire. I bring you forth as gold, pure gold. You will shine with a brilliance as never before. Your light will so shine throughout the world to a captive audience I will bring before you.

October 20, 2008
Craig,

The fire must flow from the ancient pathways. Burn away to clear the chaff. The walls to crumble and the way made new that My people may walk on the words of life, that they may see the Glory of My Son as it rises about the land. That they may take My hand and walk with Me in the cool of day in the rising of the sun and the coming moon will bow once again to Me and the ground will cry out Holy, Holy, Holy am I. All my ways are great. Who would question me on the designs of my creation? Who will tell me where to go and where to rest and where to rise and where to fall? For I am the Lord, My word is forever and I hold all things together. The very fabric of my thoughts I have fashioned together that you might know Me and know yourself. That you might know love and walk without fear. That you might break down the prison walls and life will flow from them. I have heard their cries and will answer them today. I am making a way and cutting down the tree. Step over it and come to Me.

10/20/08
Andrew

Courage, courage my son. For the times and the seasons will begin to unfold as MY glory rises up from the well. You must yet mine the wells and you must dig deep wells. In fact all of You must have your wells dug. You must want the excavating work of the Spirit in your life. For at the bottom of the well is a scroll and a path that goes deeper. Even as you would mine that well and beyond that is another corridor and ancient path. My people have not walked this path before. You are travelling on holy ground. The well I dug in Canberra to flush up evil powers. The ground below that must be taken by you. Redeem the Land.

I will send powers to help you. Trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord. Like power lines to set up a new grid, even around this city. For I would banish the power of the ley lines. And I would restructure the grid because I want a new voltage to flow. I am going to change the voltage and you are going to carry more power.

October 24, 2008
Amybeth,

Since time began My heart has yearned for those who would seek me for these truths. My heart has yearned for the day that I might restore My people the intimacy of my heart. I have wept for the obstacles that remain between My heart and My children for I am indeed your abba father and I long to embrace you in a way you have never known in a way you have never come. The ancient pathways will lead you to a secret place, a place of intimacy and joy and connection. My heart grieves for My children who although they know Me but have been kept back from Me. Break through the grate by your words, wisdom and declarations that comes from the throne of God. I send my witnesses. I send my authority. I send my Son for the words that I send forth from this day will change the pathways.

It is time.

1/7/09
Jana and Mimi

It is not just the treasure of darkness, it is a transfer of wealth, a trust fund. It is trust. That is the point of this process so you will not fall away.

Hold on, hold on there is a better way. There is an ancient pathway in the depth.

January 13, 2009
Lewis for Paul

That is such good news im glad everything is working out. Im glad to hear that you will be coming back to London. We will be so happy to have you.

1sec, angel-

the road is long thats why your shoes need to be,
ive taken you to places you never though youd go,
and now its a season to grow to grow,

hard is the **path** that you have trodden down

heavenly **path** ways for heavenly kids
there in the sky there in the sky
over head above the ground
theres a heavenly chorus making a sound
tune in your ears to hear them sing
they usher in the risen king
hawaii is a time of light
prepare to be dazzled prepare for a fight (maybe fright)
the Lords glory will shine around
but you must you must get off of the ground

people come and people go
its a spiritual eb and flow
the tide comes in and takes away
that which is left to rot away
your fruit must be fresh and numerous too
youve got a new ship mate, youve got a new crew
bucaneers of the seven seas
where you go evil flees
the presence of the living God
given to you through His ephod (apparently thats a breastplate used only by the high priests of israel. I just googled it

Michelle
I have exposed him. He blocks our **path**. He blocks your way. Sending you on the right **path**, the righteous **path**. (stranglehold on) Do not let him distract. Distraction causes frustration. Do not let him discourage you.
(Is this mammon) He originally was put on this planet to defend the widow and orphan. Transfer to Me, transfer to Me. Lighting is an onsault. Hope deferred makes the heart sick.

3/2/2009
Mimi: we've been waiting for this moment. We've been waiting for this moment. For you to appropriate your birthright, to come back into Kairos time, your birthright, your birthright what God has ordained for you. Come through the heavenly courts. Come through the heavenly gates. Come through the spiritual beings. The gates are living, they are vibration. Come through with thanksgiving and joy. This is the **path** way of holiness. Righteousness and peace is your portion. Tune into the heavenly sound. Tune in so that you would vibrate to the heavenly sound, the heavenly vibration that is being released, the heavenly sound being released. The Trumpet of God, the sound of God. Come on in, come on in, come on in, come on in.

4/10/09
Raylene: I see 5 gates and **paths** to each gate. The Lord is illuminating the 2nd gate for me. I see faces, faces, tons of faces. They are all smiling. They are welcoming. There are no voices but faces and hands. They are cheering us on.
4/ Lewis: This is a crossing over. This is a changing realm. This is a changing of position. This is a changing of the guard. Only the royal ones can walk this **path**. I have declared you royalty, not of blue blood but God Blood. It is in your veins. These are the lights of old that guide the carriage and lead the way that transport you.

4/10/09
M Mimi: There's a song. Fly me to the moon. New **path** ways. New **path** ways to glory realms, to glory realms. Come to where the glory is. Come to where the glory is. The star – it's the star. The star will take you up. The star will take you up to a new doorway, a new **path** way. I get the blessing of Ephraim and Manassesh awaits you there.
6/16/09
June 16, 2009

Larry – Angel of the Lord

Scroll of supernatural…private audience

Seeing a cork with a chain. This is an ancient that has been locked up. He has come to uncork the ancient oil for the ancient path from an ancient fire from ancient arrows to fill the quivers. We are being bent to His will. He will launch this (us) arrow and launch and launch.

Like Robin Hood of old we take of the rich and give to the poor. There is a lot of gold in this realm. The hidden gold. I am given you access to the ancient treasures. The treasury door is open. The hidden riches. I am taken you up to new levels, new platforms, new towers for a new sight. Step across the threshold. There are new thresholds to go across and across and across and across. It is only beginning. A whole new beginning. Something connected to the Cyrus anointing. Company of Cyrus to build the temple.

July 22, 2009
Lewis

I am unplugging the heavens. Running water. Flowing rivers. I am flushing out the dimensions. He who has satellites let him hear. The Lord your God is bringing ripe fruit not bitter fruit. My people eat bitterly and think it is sweet. I am bringing a sword from the house of David.

Paul, Cut off the rotten grapes. I prune for growth and humility. There is no other deity on the land and in the sky. Who is the holy one? The Lord most high. Most High. Higher than the stars. Was it not I who flung the stars in space. I am baking a new bread. It is a whole grain provision. Behold I do a new thing. These are the square times. Add a square to a square and you have a pair. Now I ask, do you dare? It is not enough to stand and stare. Everything will be laid bare.

See a picture of a chandelier and the point of it is more than just one light, but all are held up together. My church should be higher. They should be a light instead they need light to guide their path. Should not they guide the path of others? This is their call from eternity. To cast off the burdens of others. To blaze a trail that no evil can walk on for the fire of the Lord is an all consuming fire. Prepared to be catapulted. This is your holy investment.

Change your view transform your mind. Do not be bond by the bind of time. Times a square by a square and travel if you dare. There is not the time to stare.

8/7/09
Jana-I think I have a word here.

This is really different.

He is the one who was and is and is to come
Wisdom is justified by her children
(one of the 7 spirits of God)

This is what has been prophesized
John is Elijah the one who was prophesized is here
Like in the market place calling out,
Played the flute, they did not dance
Children know how to cry, how to laugh, why don’t you
This is what this generation is like, like children calling out to their companions in the market place.

It is the lord who goes back and forth, he goes backward and forward, do you want to go.

Dominions are pathways. Time are walls
And dimensions are between the walls.

And there are gates to open up and go through.

August 21, 2009

Lewis

I am angry at this situation. I am also compassionate. I want to wipe away the tears that have been shed over many years. I want to make a change. And it may look kind of strange. There is a way and path to healing. Look beyond the ceiling. Remember I taught you about the boat. It is not time to sink, it is time to float. I am taking you in a new direction. To the brain I will bring correction. Remove the ties to the left and right. Some of this was caused by fright. She has been wrapped, she has been tied. Remove all generational pride. I am about to turn the tide.

1/10/10

There are ancient path ways that we need to know about for He wants us to walk on these path ways. These path ways are in the depths. We can walk on the path ways without any problem. We can breathe on the path ways in the depths, but not off the path. He would have us to walk on these path ways. This path way, you must walk on. It will need you to new wisdom and revelation. It will lead you to new place of the heart of Father God. You thought you have known My heart but there is more. I want to teach you about suffering but you know that sometimes good comes out of it. I want to teach you about suffering so I can show you how I refine you.

April 3, 2010

Rob Gross

The ancient ones are here. The stones are the ancient path way, a path way to holiness. The stones are connected to holiness. Those who are willing are invited to walk along these fiery stones. When the fiery stones touch your feet, they will cleanse and purify. These were cleansed and purified and they will cleanse and purify others. They will be marked by holiness, to make a holy bride. Holiness, these are what the stones bring forth. A fire is burning. Come, walk along the path, to the foundation of My people. I will show you new things. There is a chasm we are crossing over along the fiery stones, along the path way of righteous, a highway of holiness. The fire is burning, cleansing and purifying. It is an invitation to come, so come.

4/3/10

May 3, 2010

Jana – Hesperia school

All of heaven is excited. These that are here long to know what you know. You activate heaven. Because of His loving kindness, I am opening a door to come up higher. Many will perceive for the Kingdom of Heaven is real. You can touch it. You can hear it. You can feel and see it. In the realm and realm and more realms you go to where eternity is. You activate it by faith. Faith is the key to knowing what is real. For the things invisible are more real than you first believed. You are expanding heaven on earth. You are creating a path way to break through the earth realm and many will see and feel and put their trust in the Lord. Multiple beings are going to take you to multiple realms. Learn who they are. They will teach you well. Seraphim, cherubim, you create with heaven what is real. It is a true inspiration. You are co-creators. Just as it was with my servant Adam. When you give them names
they are activated. Time of receiving a time of believing. Many are hungry, thirsty and long to know the reality. Your hope will unlock greater realms and your King goes before you for the breakthrough.

5/10/10

You are creating a path, a true way for the bride to cross over. Gather the revelation, the information that will be built upon for acceleration. There’s a place of trading and you will learn this order. Your perception will position you. You are growing wiser. You join in the light for your revelation. There’s healing and deliverance in the streams of light. You connect one to another. It’s for unity that you win this fight.

5/26/10

Jana Is this the blood of Jesus? Pre humanity. ..sees white gooeey, Jana dressed in white. Every level carries manifold wisdom, wisdom is justified by her children. There is a multiplication of endowment of wisdom at every level. She has hewn out her seven pillars. If the Lord does not build the house, they labor in vain. (It is more expansive than compartmentalized. You take dominion on each level). At every door and every gate, wisdom cries out. Every path ways, where the path meet, you create a path, a new one. You take position by decision, by declaration, by agreement. These three assist you and the Elder goes with you.

May 24, 2010

Jana

It is for the total order to come into alignment. Don’t muzzle the ox while it is treading. Ask for the stones. The true order is the ruling of the righteous king in the earth and the order of the priest to the most high God. There has been an illegally gain access at every gate, also seven levels down and seven levels up. But the eighth that is down has been opened up. A new order. You create a path. You create the order. Wisdom must be established at every gate and every door and where the paths meet. The star goes before you to light the way for where you are going is dark. The star holds the revelation. There are keys. Each level has to be put in right order. Seven is redemption. And fifty is the jubilee. The hundred fold return is given to you that believe. A tribunal has been ordered before the godly ones standing here. The righteous sons. A realm of establishment. You will stand on the crystal sea. This is the trading flood, the sea of glass. For the witness.

May 27, 2010

Jana

Nothing has ever been too late. Nothing hidden that I would reveal. It is time, it is order. It is the King who breaks the seal. Some of this is still to be processed. Some of this is still unfolding. Yet one key to unlock this realm. (we shifted)

Hope is sure. Faith is substance. Step over, step up for abundance. It is both. A new beginning and fulfillment. Hope unlocks it all for assurance. The greater still is love. This new beginning unlocks a way, a better way. A catching up for things that have been done but now the manifestation has begun.

Jana sees a very lit path, sectioned off like lit gates. Every time….walks through one of these gates, she says, that is it! The Lord proved Himself at every gate.

7/25/10

Larry Pearson

Telephone Call/Prophetic Word for Paul Cox – July 25, 2010

The platelets are shifting toward righteousness. For no doubt, the King of Righteousness is being revealed. As the King of righteousness is revealed, I will raise up my sons and daughters with righteousness. They are of a new breed; they are of a new seed. As you stand behind this new breed, they will open up a new path, carve out a new path. They will be like the vanguard to pierce like an arrow into that which has exalted itself against the king of righteousness. They will spread out to the east, west, and north, south. They will become my new compass. This will be multi-dimensional and multi-purposed. I’m seeing a hurricane sized whirlwind…what is that Lord? These sons & daughters of righteousness will release a revolution to turn things around, a revolution to bring things full circle, a revolution to open up the timing of the Father, the intention of the Father. Being brought to a new place again, new place again in the spirit. You’re going deeper to the right..don’t know what that means. It’s almost like He’s taking
you down a set of stairs to the right. I'm seeing you've come off a wall and there's a path. It feels like it's an ancient city, an old city, like a 'Jerusalem' city. He's going to show you something of the ancient way, something of the old way...don't know what that means. He's taking you into a new building of some sort...I want to say a fortress or a castle but I'm not seeing it clearly right now. Lord, what's it for...what's in there? Hearing that there's ancient blueprints for you to pick up. The ancient books are of the stuff that He spoke of in Daniel. I believe He's going to show you deeper mysteries. There's a new level of mystery that you're coming into with this room with the ancient blueprints and I feel it's connected to the unfolding of the Melchizedek order.

7/13/10
Lewis
I am establishing my people. A royal priesthood. To the ends of the earth they will go. And none will stand against them because none can stand against them. Greater authority than ever before. Greater knowledge than ever before. Greater wisdom than ever before. Greater ability to counsel with me than ever before. For a good friend gives good counsel. And I am a good friend for my powers are to prosper not to harm. I am establishing good plans. Straight pathways. Acceleration. And I establish in a day this establishment.

August 13, 2010
Larry.
About the book Come Up Higher

Saw a release of hundreds of hundred of horses and then the release of thousands of thousands of horses. Big impact on China and Asia. This is going to create such a giant tempest and whirlwind that you will stay hidden in the eye of the storm. Asia is going to be drastically impacted by this.

There is a golden path being built for this to ride on it. Many tributaries. Many outlets. This highway will turn into a global tree. The tree to set My children free. Millions will come up higher. There will be an explosion. Evil nest will be explored over by the glory. An unlocking and bringing forth treasures. Sons and daughters coming out of systems of religion.

This is going to set you in a high place but fear not. There are many counselors around you and there will be a spiritual counsel around you.

Think not that I have come to bring peace but I have come to bring a sword. This is a sword orchestrated by the Lord. It might seem to be opposite. This will divided the soulish from the spirit.

October 27, 2010
Larry

Something connected to the grid. There has been a large ungodly opening that has accessed the grid. Pioneers of the path. It is new regions of freedom. These are the keys to unlock the systems and to bring out the prisoners and place them and set them on the highway of holiness. This is a key of restoring power to Is. 35. My son there is a reformation of a body for My Son. Reconnecting the body to the Spirit so that My son can be fully revealed. A crossing over is coming. Assemble the troops to cross over into a brand new land. A brand new span of revelation, occupation, habitation. What the enemy tried for evil I am turning for good. My goodness will be seen in the land. Hang on, hang on, hang on.

November 7, 2011
Jan Green

Hi Paul, i am still getting economical justice. It is a path created. I fill there has been a reselling in the spirit for healing. I fill there is a renewing at the heart level for healing. This is shaking the realms that have been in-powered by structured belief systems. I believe it has alot to do with the grid. This is change like we have never know before. I think this has to do with hong kong as well.
When paths meet they form a cross road were 2 decisions are made. It is the sound at the gate " why do you waver between two decisions?"
This has blocked the heart truth by double mindedness, because of our perceived truth. This is being tested by fire.

Make a straight paths. Prov 2:2-18 The seven fold are the teachers.

November 11, 2010

Larry

Earth bound vision thwarts my provision. It is about your thinking, it is about your gaze. Watch and learn, watch and learn as I take your gaze out of the old Adam and shift your thinking and your seeing and intertwine it with the sight of Christ. You have tried many times to life your gaze. Do you not know, have you not heard..it is not by might, it is not by power but it is by My Spirit all is accomplished. So I have commissioned the Spirit to unlock my remnant to arise to a new vantage point for I am releasing an advantage to you from my sight of victory, from my land of victory you will see exponentially over the mountains, over the valleys, over all earthbound things. I am awakening Christ’s dominion factor in His body. Dominion over the earth only comes from those that are in the couch of rest, leaning upon my breast, knowing my heart. It’s all about vision. No longer will you perish for the lack of divine vision. For this day, I have initiated a new path way for many to come through. You have the key, set them free.

2 February 2, 2011

Jana at AP

I have entrusted you with much more had you know you would not done the things you have done. It is about the remnant crossing the second death. You are being acclimated for position. A heavenly endowment. A requisition. It is about supernatural provision. The heavenly treasure. Hook your eye into that. Provision without measure. Eternity holds the key. The key of David. Intimacy. How do you believe for heavenly things when you do not even see what is naturally given. Set your eyes on things above, where your treasure is. There is much more than you ever hoped for or imagined. I am breaking through the veil between heaven and earth. You are creating new path ways, path ways of thinking. They are more than neural path ways, eternal perception is where your heart shall be. Believing is seeing and trusting in me. Gates are access points, places of crossroads. Many have been waylaid from position and purpose and birthright. But it is redeemed at the gates both forwards and backwards. Create a new realm and you will remove the markers, the memorials that have been set up on the soul hold frequency to cause a loop to return, memorials. That is why the legion was among the tomb. The memories held him there. Memorials set up by negativity. That is the land of soul has not been fully taken. The gates hold the answer and the question. Ask for the access and get the treasure.

/2/11

2/13/11

Linda – Lord showed me a narrow path and He was standing dressed in white and saying ‘go past Him, go on the path’. When you stepped out, it became like clear glass, amber color. Step out into the new that might seem scary but He was there and it was a smooth path.

Jana – (msg from Angel)

Position yourself Persis, get ready! Jana speaks in tongues . . .

This is trustworthy –I’m putting things together, connecting the dots, piece upon piece, line upon line, wisdom is with you, wisdom will guide you, gates, gates, who’s got the gates? Who has the gates has the way, the path way, the holy way. Gates, gate, who’s got the gates? From the point of access, its about the original, it’s about the DNA, from before time began, it’s in the center of man, also in the depths of the earth, both are true, (repeats for Paul, also in the center of earth, both are true), where the glory dwells, you create a path way, you make a way, the trading of the old, for the better way. So a man thinks, so he is, renewing of the mind, that’s where it begins. The heart knows the truth. But it was taught a different way. The heart releases the rivers, the water goes through the gates. Cleanse the water, the gold is in the water. It’s alchemy how it really is, not by the greed of man, but by the original design. If the words were altered on the scroll, then the DNA was altered. I’m vibrating. It’s a deception. I’m hot.

(Paul says fire’s coming, he feels the 7 spirits of God showed up, and I believe there’s a spirit of wisdom here) Wisdom holds the key, prudence is with her, releasing an internal fire, from the inside out, from the center of the earth, from the center of man, changing the DNA, from the inside out. Who has the gates? Wisdom cries out by the way, at the gate,
where the paths meet. It’s about a turn, a pivotal turn. She calls to the naïve, many miss the way, but you can return, it was traded away.
I think this part’s Persis.
Paul: Ok, Persis?
Persis: I don’t think so.
February 22, 2011
Persis Tiner
Hear The Voice Of The Spirit
One if by land
Two if by sea
New roadways are beckoning
Beckoning to Me (meaning leading to Him)

For off of the land
And out of the sea
Paths ways and roadways
Are leading to Me

For out of the depths
My children are crawling
Crawling & kicking
To get to Me

For off of the land
The enemy is abdicating
His right & authority
His power & intent
To paralyze My people
To render them numb
To what I desire for this time which has come

I’m exposing the depths
Those dark, airless spaces
To light & great freedom
In oh soooo many places

People are hungry
I’m providing new ways
New Beings I’m releasing
New strategies I’m increasing
For freedom to ring
For new life to bring
To those who’ve been hidden
Behind masks of deceit
Hidden in darkness, bound by the lies which the enemy has brought
In his fight to make My kingdom come to naught

So, be encouraged. Be hopeful
Lift yours heads to the heavens
And experience new grace
As you come face to face
With new revelation I am depositing in this place

I’m changing your timing
Your schedules I’m re-aligning
Your frame work, your thinking

Your foot paths and inklings
Are being re-tuned for this hour and this time
This hour of power
Which has come to My Kingdom
For explosions of power, love and expansion
Expanding horizons, intents and great works
As I breath on the purposes which I plan to work

My breath it is blowing
Listen quietly for the sound
New direction it is bringing
On the wings of this sound

New seeing it is bringing
New eyes must be had
To fathom the miracles
Which I have in My heart
And desire to bring life to
My Kingdom to impart
5/21/11
May 21, 2011
Jana

For the last couple of days I have been in intercession and trying to
birth something In the realm I was pushing up against 4 corners. i felt
they were gates. Again I dont think it is one kind of spirit but a
system effecting the people. Sound frequencies seem to increase as well
as vibration. I think the vibration is coming by way of a gate. I
believe it effects every issue that plaques the individual. I think a
memorial is set up on the soul,and or spirit , like a transducer. ( a
electrical devise that converts one form of energy into another) like
turning sound into sight. This interns effects the whole person. The
gates are the openings that start or stop a transference on its path or
were the paths meet. It can cause a recurring pathway for good or evil.
Entities stand guard at these gates and doors depending on the created
pathway.

On the other hand I have been discerning something good awaiting. I
believe it is sound wisdom, who cry s out were the paths meet, . by the
way at the gate.( Prov. 8. ) She is an Living power . I would like to
tell you more but i am still discovering wisdom and the need to know
her.

5/28/11
May 28, 2011
Jana

Position yourself Persis get ready. This is trustworthy. I am putting things together. Connecting the dots. Piece
upon piece, line upon line. Wisdom is with you. wisdom will guide you. gates, gates, who’s got the gates. Who has
the gates, has the way, the path,way, the holy way. Gates, gates, who’s got the gate. From the point of access.
It is about the original. It is about the DNA, before time began. It is in the center of man. Also in the depths of earth,
both are true. Where the glory dwells. You create a pathway. You make a way. The trading of the old, for a
better way. So a man thinks so he is. Renewing of the mind, that is where it begins. The heart knows the truth, but it
was taught a different way. The heart releases the river. The water goes through the gate. Cleanse the water. The
gold is in the water. It is alchemy. It is how it really is. Not by the greed of man but by the original design. If the
words were altered on the scroll, then the DNA is altered. It is a deception.
Wisdom holds the key. Prudence is with her. Releasing an eternal fire, from the inside out. From the center of the
earth, from the center of man. I am changing the DNA. From the inside out. Who has the gates. Wisdom cries out
by the way, by the way where the paths meet. It is about a turn. A pivotal turn. She calls to the naive. Many
miss the way, but you can return. It was traded away.
6/10/11
Jana and Mimi
This is the time set. A time of position. A time of renewal. Abundance awaits. New mindsets. Expect the extravagant. Beyond your ability. Beyond your understanding. But in all your ways acknowledge Me. this is the path that lead to My name. Hope in the unexpected. Hope do not despair. It is good news. The enemy beware. You are all captive and prisoners of hope. You have opened this way that has never been opened before. Trust in the God of Daniel, for He is the true judge. Trust in your inheritance, your position, for the rock is high than you. Secure in your stronghold, in Yahweh alone. Trust in His abundance, His inheritance, you are not alone.

7/11/12
Ann
The glory is coming. I am coming in my might and in my power. I am coming to set my people free. I am coming to help bring in the harvest which is mighty and ripe. Bring the people into the Kingdom. Evangelism is being released. You will find you have the gift to evangelism which will be on different scale. Do not compare to others. One person is more than you realize. My angels are descending and ascending. They are opening the path ways and giving gifts that you have not had before. Stand up. Put your hands up. My power is going to come down. You have asked and you have received. You have shown passion by coming here. Do not be concerned for the battle has already been won. Stand. Stand on My word. Glory. Lift up your hands. I am placing each and every one of you into your destiny. Destiny come forth. That paths that are set before you are open. Walk in them. I have anointed you and I have called each and every one of you. More anointing, more power, more freedom. Speak freedom. With one word freedom and they will be set free. Rejoice for I am your God for I am in control. Do not look at what is in the world. I will protect you. I will protect you from the evil one. Set the captives free. That is your assignment.

7/20/11
March 15, 2012
Melissa
Scroll
Declarations to the Children
Declare this to be the way of the Lord. Train up a child in the way he shall go. Lead them, guide them. The children are the gateway to the healing. They will mount up like wings of eagles. Some of you should follow them. They do not doubt My word and they do not doubt My presence. So they are intimately close to Me. Parents on the other hand have wondered from Me. They do not even know the voice of their children. They made crooked paths, mazes so they cannot find their way out. Once the paths are straight the vision will become clear. Repent for going around in circles. That is insanity. The ungodly whirlwind is insanity. Doing the same thing over and over and expecting the same results is insanity. I am sending the whirlwind to stop the insanity. No more lies, no more deceit. No more taking advantages of MY children. Tell them the battle is over.

August 20, 2011
Jana: message from angel:
Jana whistling, and her hands are going in circle up in air, both arms. He’s gathering. Father we thank you for the angels that are aligned and assigned for the time, for this event, for this place. Lord we thank you for this building. We thank you Lord, by your hand, your works are unfolding and the design, of your plan. Oh, we give you glory, we give you honor, we give you praise, to you belongs dominion, forever, and ever, and ever. Jana speaks in tongues. I can hear Persus. Who will defy the servants of the Most High!! It is a new power source that has arrived, a new power source by the power of his might! Working it all together for his good! To the glory and praise of His Name. He has made a way. Oh Lord we declare, we declare this opening, of this room will unfold the to the manifest wisdom of God, to show to the powers and principalities that the church has your final word. That’s right. Jana speaks in tongues.

Paul I feel the Lord is saying this is the arrival of the new arrival of the assignment. This is where the paths meet and the Gate is opened. And what will pass through now is the sound of His true glory. He is making connection of all
who have been touched, all are entering in, for the network of His Kingdom.

November 7, 2011
Jan Green

Hi Paul, i am still getting economical justice. It is a path created. I fill there has been a reselling in the spirit for healing. I fill there is a renewing at the heart level for healing. This is shaking the realms that have been in-powered by structured belief systems. I believe it has alot to do with the grid. This is change like we have never know before. I think this has to do with hong kong as well.

When paths meet they form a cross road were 2 decisions are made. It is the sound at the gate " why do you waver between two decisions?"
This has blocked the heart truth by double mindedness, because of our perceived truth. This is being tested by fire.

Make a straight paths. Prov 2:2-18 The seven fold are the teachers.

12/11/11
December 28, 2011
Raylene’s word to Special Forces

The winds are blowing. The winds of change are coming just for you. You will begin to begin. There’s a fire to kindle and burn for me. I will change the direction of those who walk by and make them attracted to you. I will make you a magnet. This will be a new fire. A fire that consumes sin and changes desire. It will provide a path for you to walk. Truly your nets will be full and I will teach you to teach them. things will not look the same for there is a change coming. My glory will be seen. For I am calling for my horses to run. You will become skilled in my word, in my revelation, in my power, and in my discernment. I am starting a new dialect with you. This will be a dialect of loving friends. Many times I will answer you before your question is complete. the horses will run and you will learn quickly. the learning will be fast and furious and quick you must be because there are many multitudes that you don't see yet. I am changing there hearts and drawing them. When I leave the charge you won't be able to hold them back for they will be very hungry. They will have insatiable thirsts. I am providing all the needed water. You will be the water gate keeper. so come up, come up, come up. It's going to be fun. No more serious. Learning will be like play and you will teach the new ones how to be like you and have the joy.

11/26/11
"For behold, the time for the final Great outpouring has come. Let those who have dabbled and walked in evil paths, turn from the darkness back to Us, and Our true light."
February 15, 2012
Jana at Intern Week

Felt entrapment in Ursa Major by Paul and then we were are trapped here. Paul feels an ungodly constellation.

Inquire of the angel of the church. This is why it was written to the seven angels of the church. This has affected the bride, the prepared remnant, the Body of Christ. (This has to do with seven stars of the seven churches). Time to remove the complacency from the heart of desire. Worldly compliance when the answer is much higher. It is an illegal affair and adulterous connection. It has affected Her desire and distorted the heart. The mind has been unaware of the true heart desire. It has distorted thinking for perception believing. Desire is key, the power to create.

It has distorted images of vision than a mirror displaced. It has altered a path way that is created in the natural for if the belief was Kingdom, then it would be effectual. It is a belief from within but not of the heart. Do what you did at first, as that is where it starts. What stands at the first love gate is where the distortion is, like a gatekeeper, a janitor, that keeps you from being fulfilled. So you think within yourself, so you belief. True vision is written on the heart, a desire to be free. A gate of imagination has been shut down by structure. For the success of the world has been the deception. It has created lack, it is hope deferred but through a truth created, you will endure.

2/21/12
February 21, 2012 Jana
Inter- dimensional justice

Go to where the honey is.
It is an internal affair, for an eternal mirror.
It is an Eternal design so the captives will not be denied.
You are entering inter-dimensional travel for the sound of justice, by an eternal gavel.
It is to be internally discerned, for the Yada of God to be re-learned.
Posses the gates remove the janitor; Collapse the walls your enemy will be scattered.

Watch the **path**s and ride the light, the lightning’s of God will give you flight
You are more connected than you know, Gate to gate is were wisdom calls.
So don’t harden your hearts when you hear His voice He passed through the heavens so you may have a choice.
Eternal rest, that is where there are many rooms. The word of the Lord will bring you through.
Freedom for the oppressed, freedom for the upright, Freedom for the captive,
For there is nothing hidden from His sight.
It is a sound of creation, a sound of renewal. Depression will flee. This is true revival.

jana Green

3/15/12
March 15, 2012
Melissa
Scroll
Declarations to the Children

Declare this to be the way of the Lord. Train up a child in the way he shall go. Lead them, guide them. The children are the gateway to the healing. They will mount up like wings of eagles. Some of you should follow them. They do not doubt My word and they do not doubt My presence. So they are intimately close to Me. Parents on the other hand have wondered from Me. They do not even know the voice of their children. They made crooked **paths**, mazes so they cannot find their way out. Once the **paths** are straight the vision will become clear. Repent for going around in circles. That is insanity. The ungodly whirlwind is insanity. Doing the same thing over and over and expecting the same results is insanity. I am sending the whirlwind to stop the insanity. No more lies, no more deceit. No more taking advantages of MY children. Tell them the battle is over.

April 17, 2012
It's the convergence of evil
It sits on the grid
Where the doors and the gates

The ley lines & **paths**
Have been established by evil
Set way back in time

It's evil It's evil
It's high level evil
Born of the fall
Empowered by Lucifer
Mingled with blood from the altars of hell
Waiting to be exposed by the church of this time

Unraveling, exposing
Layer upon layer
The time of its disposing
Is now, yes, it is now

4/25/12
April 25, 2012
Persis on possible trip to Singapore re.
It is The Serpent of The Seas, over the Pacific, who has been disrupting tradewinds & routes
God wants to purify & re-direct these tradewinds & routes so that they can no longer be used for illegal/illicit/ungodly evil gain

These **paths** ways have not been able to deliver God's plans/agenda for evil of old has controlled them
Corrections are in order
The Serpent of the Deep must be dispelled along with all of his cohorts
The time to bring righteousness & justice to this area is now
Sea Serpents
Evil of old
Corrupting distorting
My path of old

For evil has travelled
These paths in the seas
Keeping My peoples
From being set free

The serpents control
The paths to the stars
Mis-aligning & corrupting
The paths I would use
To bring highways of holiness
My justice to bring
Into a region waiting
For My new springs

New springs of righteousness, justice & peace
Waiting to spring out of these seas
Oh, so deep

New freedoms for creatures
Held captive so long
Who are waiting & longing
To be set free
To fulfill their purposes for Me

And stars upon stars
In the skies oh so high
Waiting to sing new songs
Of My love
To fulfill their purposes
Proposed long ago
Purposes of freedom
And spreading My love

Mathematical equations
Corrupted from the fall
Waiting for freedom
To bring forth new revelation
Needed for strategies, warfare & plans
God wants to divulge
To His chosen, His Bride
As they ride on to victory
By the Lord’s side

ATL
Blessings,
Persis

6/7/12
June 7, 2012

Time of justice. Time of position. You have all been given a staff. You are pushing open judgment for justice. You are forerunning a new move. New weapons and new tools. Each one is valuable. It is a paradigm shift for all things new. You are breaking open healing at a corporate renewal. Not fighting with swords, not fighting with weapons. It
is a government of peace that is the transition. My eye is to and fro to show Myself strong. You stand the test. You have not been wrong, Raylene. Preparing a people through trial and error. But your faith has withstood the fire. I am rising up the few, the faithful and true. Those who withstood the test, you will break through. Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but hope fulfilled is the tree of life. There is a propelling into your birthright and future. I am opening a way, I am opening a way. You will stand through the day. As it was for the smallest and the weakness, I will make you strong. I will rise you up, I will rise you up. Stand the course. It is an eternal entrance. Level the path, you have made a way for many to follow.

6/30/12
Jana
I speak over you where you step will take back the Kingdom of God. You will be the defenders of the weak and the downtrodden. Wisdom and Knowledge will come out of your treasurer box. I am giving you an endowment from heaven for the Kingdom of God is within you. You will be truth seekers, pathfinders. You will tread where others did not go. You will speak into governments, into the economy, and the medical field. There is a sound in you for justice especially for the poor. Healer of the broken, the most disturb children. You will bring a heart's desire to set the captive free.

6/3012
June 30, 2012
Coaching – 9:00am
Melissa
See an angel with a book open. As in the days of old the healings in the street. It is time, it is time to dance and move your feet. Ancient paths are being restored. New doors for you to see. The opening is small, you have to follow me. It is in your hands it is on your hands. A generation restored and hearts renewed. It is about the family. Seeing small children and older people. Hearts of fathers being turned to children and children to fathers.

Today is the day, seek and you will find. The treasures you have been waiting for, they will be defined. Enter into the council and be seated with the king. Righteousness is the way. The wicked are not allowed here. It is justice you will find. It is clearing all the paths. It will renew your mind. You do not know what is coming. It is very good you will see. The healing will be happening to make the people free.

8/18/12
August 18, 2012
Ungodly Mighty Ones
Jana
Feel Michael the archangel

So many have traveled with the multitudes. They did not sojourn they do not know their God. The heard the word of the strong. The systems of man. The boundaries were wrong. Rescue my oppressed who are caught in the net. They are held captives in portions of Sheol, in the pit and of the damned. Their heart was stuck by desires unfulfilled. The deception of the mighty will now be revealed. This is why you have been taking the realms. Possess these places, a new captain at the helm. Lead captives a host of captives for their access by the dead. They believe they are not whole so that is where they live. Their mind has deceived them because they are always in lack. But let them open the door of the heart; they will never be pushed back. A new pathway created by desire for desired fulfilled is a tree of life. Call for the fire of desire. That is why the righteous made perfect, the true ones of old. They carry the wisdom, refined for gold.

11/7/12
Sara
The path of destiny. We may not be at the right crossroads. Choosing of the paths where we are to go. By ungodly decree.

5/3/13
Larry – “O Tiny Tim my giant slayer of all giant slayers…this day I confer upon you an apostolic mantle, an apostolic function to take back thrones and take back life! And you will be a sign and a wonder to confound the mighty! And I saw this day a foundation stone is being laid in California. Giant slayers come forth out of Hollywood, out of the
A spiritual alignment will break forth and break ancient ways! And ancient paths will see a recovery and you like David will recover all, you will recover all.

5/3/13
Jana – “Wisdom does build her house and the latter glory will be greater than the former and this is more new than you’ve known…it looks like nothing you’ve ever seen before. For the blueprint is ordered and the batons are being passed and the Word of the Lord stands. It is the first and the last. And the realms have been in waiting for the breakthrough of the many and the armies of the Lord are positioned for the Lord of Hosts is at their head. And there is a glory. There’s a kind of glory that’s in the heavens and a kind of glory in the earth and a kind of glory in the stars and each star has its own kind of glory and there’s paths being made into Highways of Holiness, for they’re not alone in this. They go out with boldness and what is said in the council is ordered and released. For the creation is longing to be redeemed and these will testify when they heal the sick and raise the dead that creation itself will be healed and redeemed. And the elements are now resonating for the original design to be unfolded, unleashed…it’s just about time. There’s so much built up in you that’s not been given out. Ask me what that is and I’ll open what’s been shut and shut what’s been open. There’s no doubt. And as your heads are lifted up you recognize the ones who labor among you, for the king is among you and the Lord is on their heads and the creative authority that is among you will certainly raise the dead.”

8/18/13
Larry - It’s the time of the exposing, the exposing of emperors in the heavenlies. It is a time of stripping of the emperors on ungodly evil thrones. You are a whole lot bigger than you know. When this happens, you will begin to grow in experiential knowledge of who I have made you to be, for you will finally see. The eyes of the Lord will no longer be locked away but they will be able to pierce through and expose and bring a violent light to those that call themselves wise, to those that control the mountains. It is true that the mountains of man are becoming the mountains of our Lord. This is the hour of the only Power, there is only ONE POWER that you dare fear. Do not listen to the doctrines of demons that exalt the power of something that has been defeated. Is this the one that tormented the nations? This will bring you to a platform of great height, of great sight for now a footstool is forming under the feet of the King of kings and all of these empires, and emperors are going to be dragged into the footstool by the gathering angels. The angels are working. The angels desire to be working for the chamber of the footstool is empty because you’ve been beating the air but when you see that you are an heir, you will reign over the air. The heirs of the King rule over the air and displace and replace the Godly power for the hour of awakening. For the hour of habitation is at hand but unless these sons of Mine be delivered, they will not enter in. Why do you think there’s so much contention about deliverance? The source of the contention is instigated from the root of the ungodly shoot that left a long time ago. You will find your ancient paths. You will find your ancient birthright. It is not an earthly first and foremost but a heavenly birthright first and foremost. Sons of a Kingdom not made of earthen origin. I’m going to continue to pull you out of the religious systems of thought. Please corporate. Do not resist because it is futile. It is futile to stand against the only Power of the universe.

8/19/13
Larry – Dawn, in the name of Jesus, …on behalf of End-time Handmaidens and the continuation and the completion of heaven’s intent, I permission you to carry on beloved daughter, to carry on faithful one, I’m so proud of you, I’m so proud of the wholeness you are coming into but now let’s soar together, let’s soar to the more together for yes, you are a Mother of Israel, you are a Mother in Zion and you will multiply with the Spirit of Elijah. I bless the mantle of Elijah that was on Sister Gwen to now be conferred, in the name of Jesus. Father, I bless the heavenly ancient path.

Dawn- the ancient path is here
Paul – we’ve just opened a door that cannot be shut. Paul got a scroll from his mouth and gave it to Dawn.

Dawn – we’ve done all that we can do in the spirit. Our hearts are being knit as one on the ancient paths. The Ancient Path is here. Your birthright is here. Our birthrights are on the Ancient Paths. We’ve been over here and over there but now we’re on the Ancient Paths.

8/21/13
August 21, 2013
Holy Ones

Holy One here. Looks like Roman soldier.
These are the adjustment bureau in heaven. There is a deeper revelation of the equipping. Fresh equipping to contain the power that is coming. Fresh training for fresh reigning. The heaven desire is that there be no more powerless in the people of God. Fresh release, battalion of holy ones to bring about a shift to those who have been marked to be carriers and dispensers of His power. They have come to adjust the thinking, the attitude for altitude. They are here to adjust the paradigm of thought and belief to bring you out of a dimness of religion that has produce a powerlessness that is in the ecclesia. Be positioned, get on the table of the Lord for I have to make many adjustments. This is a season of preparation for power. New insights of humility and power. Humility and power. Humility and power. The power won’t come to the high and lofty but the lowly. For the weak are the sons who bow low and grow in the statue and power of the Father. The sons will carry the Father's power. Humility and power, new insights.

We are here to accompany you on the path of humility and power. Stay on the grid. We will help you stay on the grid to the path of humility and power.

2/4/2014
Larry – I acknowledge the Ancient of Days, I acknowledge that I do not stand in my name, my strength or anything of me, or anything of humanity. I acknowledge the name of above all names and the Ancient of Days gave authority to man to set up thrones. We are in the counsel of the Lord, not the counsel of man but the counsel of the Lord, I seek the sound of the Ancient of Days, acknowledge the sound of the Ancient of Days...I acknowledge the eternal power and majesty and glory in the north is in the north, in the gates of the north, the ancient of days, the Ancient of Days be summoned here on earth as it is in heaven. I acknowledge Christ the prophet and apostle I acknowledge his work. I acknowledge his power of an endless life, I acknowledge who he is as He is not who he was but as he Is the wounded who ascended, the Chief of Chiefs the Cornerstone alone he is the lord of lords, the king of kings the one who summons the kings, who binds the kings who destroyed the king the king of lies had been defeated, he’s been defeated... he’s been defeated.

Father I acknowledge the office that has been bestowed upon me because of your call because of your word because of your word and because of your purpose and I come to most high God the righteous judge of heaven and earth....and I petition this high court to release this decree of a higher light to expose to expose and divide asunder all the disguises will fall. All the disguises will fall. I ask for a decree for the path of demasking...the demasking of the false church....roar....the demasking of the false church, of the hierarchy, the demasking and removal of the mixture that you King of Glory may come without measure. I petition the court. Based on the shed blood of Jesus Christ. To serve notice for the one that is locked and made hidden, the north gate that He is covered over, and He is hidden and He is buried the Glory. He has buried the Glory that is ours as sons and daughters of the most high. He has buried and covered over the ancient gate and the ancient path. I petition the high court to execute the will of the King ot release the Holy Fire of God to tear down the systems of the Father of Lies.

Larry – "What I hear is that He is not interested in reinventing the wheel. He has created a family. He has created a family. There’s a reason why you are being pulled out of the orphanage, why He shook you out of the institutional structures. He’s bringing you out to bring you in to something that has already been invented called family. Check the lenses which you have been given to look through from the ministry of Man for you might need to take them off and put on Papa’s eyes. Papa’s eyes do not see a hierarchical structure. Your heart knows this well. Catch the vision of the eternal heartbeat of Abba. The strength required is your love. The strength and the glue – the essence of what is already in you for one another. You are being molded as a tapestry of family that are learning to love one another. There are many wheels being built all over the earth but are all initiated of me. Take heed on which wheel you are on for you might be getting carried away into places that might not be initiated of me. The angels are here to give strategy – the strategy of love, the strategy of habitation that is not under the umbrella of the House of Saul. You are of the House of David. That’s why you are a warrior. That’s why you are being disgruntled and in debt. Because you are on the path of transformation of family, the Kingdom is family, the family is Kingdom. You are of the royal House of David. The winds of change are here to assist you, to pull you into higher realms, richer relationships. Take heed that you do not put structure above heart or I’ll have to crush the mold again. For the Eternal Potter is in your midst.

2/14/13
Cody - message from angel
So far, I just got the word, continue
Move forward
Be faithful
Although there is dark
Although there is dark all around you
There is always light ahead of you
So continue forward and do not be afraid

Do not let the obstacles in your path stop you from reaching your goal
For I am with you
And so is Him
For it is coming near
To where your souls shall be released
And brought back again
To increase but stay neutral at the same time
For I am always with you

4/12/13
Time Travel - In this next season, those of you who come into this place with me, you will go forward and you will go backward in Time. I will reveal my secrets to you in this next season. I will show and reveal to you plans and purposes for the broken, for the lost, for leaders, for those in authority, for those who are on my path who have been blocked by territorial forces. I am showing you Gates and Doors, I am showing you new paths, intersections and agreements in the spirit. I am showing you how to unplug Darkness, how to sever and cut off and unplug Darkness from its power source. There have been many Powers allied against My Kingdom, against My body. And in this next season, I am disconnecting their agreement and severing their power source. I am severing and disconnecting them from their power source.

July 11, 2013
Jana Authorities

Kadosh, kadosh, adoniah. Holy, holy is the Lord of Host. Yahweh. These seven here, the eyes go to and fro. The authorities travel through the eyes of the Lord. That is why they go to and fro. And these seven that are on the stone receive or reject the blessing of the Lord. Understand the source seated at the right hand of the Father for the authorizes go to and fro for the Power of the Hour. And you are all connected through the eyes of the Lord. The sevenfold return is about to unfold. Power of might and power of counsel. Power of wisdom and understanding and revelation. And from this sound comes from the right hand of the Power. He hears from heaven and releases more Power. And the eyes are connected by the Spirit and Water. This is how it affects the natural, the elements of your body. And this is why He said, the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand. For healing is in your palm, if you understand. And you will restore the foundations of many generations, the repairer of breach, the inheritance will sustain you.

From the authority of Melchizedek who has gone through the heavens, you will heal the ways and remove the leaven. They will dwell in peace from the power of the blessing. I will heal the original stone for they by fire were tested.

3/15/13
Jana
This is about deception. It is deeper still. Call on the first born of resurrection. That is where you are fulfilled. Abaddon and Sheol are always open. How much more the hearts of men. The creative key is wisdom, from once you were deceived. A plan to avoid the fear of the future to control it by belief was believed. So a man thinketh [as a man thinks in his heart] so he is. The path way to Sheol from the heart is where you can tell.

4/23/13
PS. PAUL, I got a personal message God spoke to me about you.

It is the blessings of. The word "JESHURUN", for He said, " This name fits him."

I looked it up, it means upright one, or to walk in a straight path.

The Scripture that goes with it I am putting here:

Isaiah 44:2b "The Lord your helper says "Have no fear, ((Paul)) My servant, Jeshurun, whom I have taken for Myself...for I will send (My) water on the land needing it, and (spiritual) streams on the dry Earth...
Isaiah 44:23."For the Lord has TAKEN UP THE CAUSE of (Paul) and will let His glory (Gods) be seen in our land."
5/7/13
Larry – Vision will increase, the light will increase. The Light of righteousness is increasing. The birthright of the sons is being contended for in the heavens. A decree from the throne against that which is contending against the birthright of my sons of the kingdom. It is time for the throne=room company to come up and hear what the Father is speaking and bring it to earth to crack open ancient paths, ancient secrets and mysteries. A new day and a new light is dawning on the earth. The emerging of fresh truth is coming forth that will confound the intellectual but empower the child-like. (It feels like there’s going to be some very large ministries toppled.)

6/13/13
June 13, 2013
Cubes – a fractal – authority
Raylene: we’re going very very fast – speed of light
THIS IS TO SPEED UP ACCLIMATION
YOU WILL GET USED TO THE WAY THINGS ROLL
FOR I'M A GOOD KING
AND I SHOW MERCY
AND MY GRACE IS ABUNDANT
AND I WILL TAKE YOU INTO DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
BY DIFFERENT MEANS
AS I UNFOLD THE PATH BEFORE YOU
AND YOU'LL GROW ACCUSTOMED TO THE SPINNING AND TURNING
AND IT WILL BECOME FUN
AND YOU WILL ENJOY IT
BUT YOU MUST COME THIS WAY
BECAUSE THIS IS YOUR TRAINING
SO THAT YOU CAN WALK AND NOT GO SIDEWAYS
AND YOU CAN STAND AND NOT SWAY
THROUGH THIS I WILL SHOW YOU NEW MEASURES OF MY LOVE
AND I WILL TAKE YOU TO NEW HEIGHTS
AND PLACES IN THE UNIVERSE
THAT ARE YET TO BE DISCOVERED
BUT YOU HAVE TO LEARN HOW TO WALK ON THE STARS
AND FLOW WITH THE EBB AND TIDE
YOU'LL BECOME PROFICIENT
IN THIS TRAVEL
AND OTHERS WILL MARVEL
WHEN THEY SEE YOU IN PLACES THAT THEY HAVE NOT SEEN YOU BEFORE
EMBRACE WHAT I'M DOING
EVEN WHEN IT'S HARD
BECAUSE IT'S PART OF YOUR TRAINING
BECAUSE I WANT YOU TO BE READY
THE DAY IS COMING
THE TIME IS ALMOST HERE
8/20/13
August 20, 2013
We all heard “Paul” said but no one said it! Did the Angel say it?
Seems to be a council of angels.
They are beginning to see. Wisdom is a counsel. Even if it is a council of three, like the trinity. Safety dwells in the council of wisdom. The sound of wisdom breeds a sound mind. There is a sound coming down to the ground profound. The sound of the profound, coming down. Shake the ground. Changing the ground on which we walk.

There is an opening of new paths that wisdom will lead you into. The sound will clean out vision. The sound will clean out the height. To soar into the height, hear the sound of wisdom. Presumption beckons. Time to hear a clear sound. The primary mission of discernment is to hear a clear sound.
October 7, 2013
New York
Look to the men of renown. The old ones that have the ancient **path**s. From everlasting to everlasting. So it was in return when the seed hits the flesh, the new birth begins. Not all is what it seems nor is it originally flesh. Look from the place of eternity, both past, future and present. These are the ones that took the daughters of men, the ancient **path**s to defile the daughters of men so creation itself will be put in the enemy’s hands.

**January 26, 2014**

**Dream**

I was walking up a mountain on a **path**. It must have been a steep **path** for there was a rope on poles as a barrier. It seemed to be this was in the high desert as it was somewhat barren. I came up to the top of the hill and there was a lush valley with a native American man standing there. I then looked to the right and front of me and there was a huge mountain with what appeared to be doors in the side. What was remarkable was the doors were in vivid colors and I have only dreamed in color once before that I remember. The side of the mountain reminded me of the southwest cliff dwellers.

**April 3, 2014**

Jana word (highlights): He is the person that reveals the person. What you left behind is not enough. Connected by light. Platform of justice. Another **path** for more of the Lord. New has begun.

**April 24, 2014**

Justin Gatewood at Youth Group

**Feel the Angel of the Lord and the pillar of fire**

**Path**ways in the heavenly places. Things on it move at the speed of light. We have been watching the things go by and that has been fun. Time to get on and be doers and not watchers only. Spectators do not get to compete. Spectators don’t get to win. Spectators have to pay to watch. Competitors get to be paid to play. No one cares what the spectators do. Time to play.

See a track going up and off into the distance.

You may go in a direction you did not anticipate. Stay on track. Don’t go to the left or right.

There is no limit to where you will go.

**July 19th, 2014**

Scene 1: I am with Paul Cox and a gruff older man who seemed in his mid 60’s or older. The man complained about all kinds of things. He then alluded to something that he had never done but wanted to do. Paul (the apostle?) told me later that he had a pilot’s license and wanted to fly down to Cuba or someplace in that region that it was time to for him to flying, to start taking more risks etc. As He shared this with me I saw fireworks exploding in the sky and I was rubbing ointment or medicine from a tube into both of my thighs. Apparently the medicine was prescribed by a doctor as a preventive medication so I wouldn’t get sick. I then left the scene with Donna Cox. As we left the area we watched a woman giving a speech on a stage. A thought (word of knowledge) then came into my head-she is a he.

Scene 2: In this scene I arrived in SF. I checked in to a hotel and the took a very unusual elevator-lift up the side of the hotel over looking SF to room #301222. 30= maturity. 12=apostle. 22=new wineskin. Prior to going up, on a side note, saw Erin and Koa Kumai (a couple in MVCC who has tremendous potential)

At floor #301222 I checked into my room. It was very plain and felt like YMCA accommodations. I saw two beds with two men in each bed. One of the men was Sean Dupuis. I couldn’t recognize the other man as he was under the covers. I then heard someone putting their key into the door but then they stopped. I couldn’t see the person’s face but I knew (word of knowledge) that it was Brian Ezuka (an old high school friend). He then walked away to talk to someone on his cell phone.

Scene 3: I decided to take a shower. Because my room did not have a bathroom I had to walk through (a door) which led to a corridor. At the end of the corridor I saw (many shower doors). I tried to go into several of them but other men were in them. I eventually found an empty shower stall and went into it. As I was draping my towel over the shower
door I heard an man in a stall nearby say to another man to make sure to not drape any valuables over (the shower door) lest they be stolen. End

7/19/14
Jana, if you were brought through the North Gate to the front of the temple, you establish this way. By your alignment, I have provided all you need to know. Notice the measuring rod as it turns to gold, as it does it reveals the new man. The perfect, the holy, will take a stand. Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh, this is the way. There's justice in the gate. The paths of righteousness for His name. You acclimate to this place, from everlasting to everlasting. He reveals His face. What was, is now, here. What will be, will be revealed. As it is in Israel, will happen in the West. I'm forging a weapon for it's use. Although your enemies will be different, the measures the same: to reveal the hidden ones for the land, for Adam, the man and the land. And I'm not done with what this country will do. I'm birthing it anew. And it still will lead the way, not as before, but you who proclaim will take your claim. And the words of your promise is holy and true for what will be is holy and true. For your given this rod to discern what is new for the walls and the gates will be established, for I make your walls of ruby. I make them anew for righteousness and justice will break through. There's much to learn in this day, extra sensory perception will make the turn. You all have something to unlock this place.

Ok, I've been thinking about it and I'll give it a shot. My sense is that each scene kind of plays into the next one, kind of like the cliffhanger or teaser from one chapter in a book or episode on TV to the next.

So, scene 1. There are a lot of possible interpretations of what an unidentified man can represent in a dream, but since this is an older man who is complaining, I'd say he probably represents the "old man" or the man of the flesh. Whether it's Paul Cox or apostle, I think the message is the same, it's time to fly into battle in places that have been previously closed off, with the fireworks representing the spiritual warfare and reference to the thighs probably about authority and protection. Not sure why Donna is there, but if Paul is the apostle, Donna could be the church. The "cliffhanger would be the he/she word of knowledge, which makes me think of gender confusion/homosexuality/transvestite/etc., which leads to the next location where that behavior is pretty-much considered normal.

San Francisco in scene 2 is the "Cuba" of the gender issues community that has been closed off to God for so long, and there have been a lot of words the last few years about the Lord moving into that community. Going up in the elevator is going to higher spiritual places, and I like Rob's interpretation of the number. Erin and Koa may represent on-fire believers who will reach this people group. Then, still at that higher level with all that it entails, the beds would be about rest and 2 to a bed could be a double anointing of Rest, so all of the warfare is taking place there. The plain YMCA style accommodations could indicate that nothing else is needed. Rob may have some insight to go along with this as to what Sean and Brian represent.

Scene 3 seems to be walking through a spiritual doorway (possibly Jesus) and onto a path of life that leads to complete cleansing and the fullness of the Spirit. Really great that all the showers are full!!! The part about the towel could be a caution to carefully guard one's ministry and not "throw in the towel" and allow any sort of compromise. As Persis says, "for what it's worth..."

Barbara
9/27/14

Angel with many connections to dimensions. Sees path way or gateway. A hallway that is really long. Seems to be a connection between length and width. He is walking through a walkway. On the other end seemed to be like an outside basement entrance. Now I feel deliverance. Connection is being delivered. Something is happening to his heart. Deliverance off of heart. Coming off of the seven eyes of the Lord. Seems like mirrors at the exit of the hallway. All of the hallway is made up of mirrors. Mirrors need to be removed.

2/8/2015
Larry – First thing I'm hearing is – the ground of the land is being prepared and a platform is being prepared for a demonstration of the reality of my kingdom that has not yet been seen. A shift has come into a new level. This is the path for the greater glory, a highway in the desert is being prepared. A great voice crying out from the desert will be heard in many avenues, in many regions of the kingdom. New streams will come into all that He's doing. Keep your eyes fixed on Him. (I sense there's going to be a lot of leaders come through the stream of Abundant Living to
be ministered to incognito; behind the scenes). A platform of trust is being built. Solid ground with a clear sound.

They’ll need the clear sound to find the path of perfect peace in the midst of storms. Refuge in the desert; many will come. Expansion of the family has begun. (Now, there’s something dancing – don’t know if it’s a being or a realm).

February 23, 2015
The stoecheion must enter in. There is no room outside as big as what is in. Heaven without, God within.

Remove the sound of disadence, a wall of sound to decieve. Open a way a path of justice to cliam. Widows to open for a blessing of double. A gate of justice to recliain. So lame will not be detached but be healed. You are all repairer of breach for the desolate places to be free. Inheritance waits to to be claimed, a sound of order to be renamed.

You are path levelers path makers so the lamb will not detached but be healed. There is stoecheion. To claim. By the order of Mechezideck it is in His Name. Build one upon another quickly agree so take treasure of inheritance will set the land free. Time to be aligned to the original design so creation to recreation is in Kiros time.

July 6, 2015
Jana at TV Internet at our house

There is no end to the multiplication of your fruit. The foundation was set. You bring the fruit. The testimony of Jesus is the prophetic word made more sure. You are path finders. Creators. So the lame will endure. All of you carry another level to be explored. Wisdom and understand has opened shut doors. Every tool in your treasury will be pulled out from inheritance. I will expand your field and move the limited borders to open up realms, spheres, doors and more doors. There is an expansion to everything that you have started. Come to a greater level of imagination so I can take you beyond it. a great authority for relational advancement. You are all kings and priest to rule and reign and bring the advancement.

8/1/15
August 1, 2015
Jana

His majesty and spender are tangible and real. Clothed in light which is how you are connected. The windows are in position to access the realms of heaven. The paths are created by agreement of the branches. If the root is holy, the whole tree is holy. But what creped in is deception. They introduce the leaven. Endurance must have its perfect work to sustain the pathways, the holy highways. And know this and how it is true. The beginning of wisdom is to hate evil and the wicked way. For His majesty is above the heavens. Even now deception is having its way. To stars and planets proclaim a name. but where the paths meet there is a sound to discern with wisdom that holds a crown. But deception wants access to your inheritance through the DNA that has been altered.

9/5/15
Ancient Path

September 5, 2015
At EHP felt something on the back of my neck ½ down and below. Brian saw a shelf that seemed to go back forever.

We received the word that it was the ancient path. One person saw a diamond on the back of my neck. I could feel what seemed to be small entities which may have been light reflections of the diamond. It seemed to go back to Eden. Then someone got the word fiery stones in Ez 28. Stones of Fire

October 10, 2015
Jana
You are here Lord. We are standing in Your glory. Zion is in the holy mountain of God and He loves the gates of Zion more than all the dwelling places. It is said of Zion you were born there. I will make mention to Babylon, to Egypt to Turkey and Russia it is not yet your time and I will awaken Israel. I have put a hook in your mouth and I will drag you back. it is said in Zion this one is born in her and the foundation was laid when these stones are places. These stones are thrones. The shame of your master’s house. You are destroyed in the midst of these burning
thrones and I will a complete end. You have defiled all your dwelling places. I have set Zion, my tabernacle like the heaven on high, like the earth it will describe the circle in the deep is not for the cherub to keep. But my people have set a sure foundation a tried and tested stone. A precious corner stone. And I will build all her walls with precious stones. Your covering is a finished stone when you are renewed. The foundation is like diamonds urim and thummin. Righteousness and justice the foundation was set for He is the invisible God, the image of who you know, the first born of creation before the throne. And I have made a way, an eternal path for righteousness sake. It will ever last. A highway of holiness. When the thrones are set and the books are open and His throne is a blaze and the word for every dot and tiddle will be claimed for the original design and I will remove all the deception, manipulation and lies of suggestion that has blocked the path for full inheritance. And this one was born in her and that one was born in her for Zion’s sake she will be known. For Jerusalem’s sake she will be known.

11/13/15
Create the path to change beliefs, practiced by deception of a world deceived.
Here you will know by the glory you hold. The Father awaits for the sons to re-create.

11/16/15
December 16, 2015
Had to fast today. Feels like Rainbow Angel

Larry
The Lord is going to give you the ability and agility to maneuver away from and out of the hands of opposition. I am bringing you into a clear path way to reach the goal that I have set before you in this season. The birth pangs were real in order that you feel what I am about to birth upon the earth. A revelation and a revealing yet not seen. A time has come. The revealing of My son within His body. The maturation of the sons is a lot further on than most perceive. Do not be distracted by what is upon the earth. Come up the stairs with Me for the new horizon you will see. There is an army rising. My sons and daughters of vision and purpose. I am infusing them with courage. New keys have come to unlock the revelation of the Son as the Only One who is the answer to all the groaning. There is a new breath of the Spirit of Might coming upon My yielded ones to be infused with grace to run the race. Everything is changing. The rains will come. It has been decreed. Like a meteor from heaven. My word will sustain and break open something timeless for the next season at hand.

January 1, 2016
Larry,
I see this airplane. It is like a brand new plane never been built before. Passenger plane. Huge. I feel like I am inside and it is a luxury plane. It is international influence and impact. It is a luxury airliner. Major upgrade beginning. Things are being built of a new order of a different. Things will not look like they did in the past and things will not work like they did in the past. Identity, identity, identity. What you identify with is what you become. Identify with My upgrade and you become. You have broken through the crust of the old and I am bringing you to a new vantage point to behold new mountains to scale, new paths to tread. There is a new training, a new type of train. It feels to me like golden bullet train. It is a higher grade of training. It is training the elite, the Navy seals. Vessels that are trained will be like gold. Super abundant amount of rest, spiritual, mental, and physical rest. New doors or hatches open about mine. Something about the mine. Treasures to be found about the mind.

1/6/16
There is a hub. This is the anchor of ungodly tourism. Traveling to different places in the past, the present, and time. Times in the days to come. An ungodly transformation in the places you go to. It is the belly of the beast. The beast that has tried to form a new day and a new breed of intercessors, discernment and prophets and profits. Unholy transformation in the days to come. Looks like the belly of Buddha. Blue and very cold like a dead body in the ocean. There are connections to the stars like paths to travel to the stars and bring back the hidden riches of glory of unfolded enemy. There are paths you have not seen and paths you cannot see.

1/10/16
January 10, 2016
To Paul
Abba. Abba. Abba. Holy holy holy
You have always known His voice even as a child. Now a transformed mind will heal the brain. Now the heart of the first love is the inheritance to be claimed. Your sonship confirmed from a heart of wisdom to discern. And your first born son will know his place for I have set a **path** of inheritance for him to claim. A reconciliation between father and son. A legacy you are leaving has now begun. And this two called the twin (cities) will take this land and expansion of your influence will heal the land. And you are no longer a mediator pleasing two sides but one who stands in truth and you let them decide. There are some correspondence for your healing desires. A pen of a ready writer to start a fire. No longer a divided heart but founded in love. Get the evidence of what is lovely and pure, the things from above. It is not a curriculum it is a story to tell. It leads a **path** for the broken for the lame will be healed. Yes, you pass the baton soon but that time is not yet. From a transformed mind you heal the brain but the heart stands the test. I am changing some things up and I am moving some things out. Remember creation is waiting to recognize you and that will remove the doubt. I am with you always even to the end. My friend, My son from a heart that will mend. And there is glory to touch that you have yet not seen and you are bringing two together as one. Unity will heal the disease. There is more to know but it is in the journey you trust. In the relationships I will bring you that will establish the love.

1/13/16

A rediscovery to discover. The gates of hell will not recover. You enter His gates with thanksgiving and His courts with praise. Create the **path** of holiness for a highway for by His name you claim.

1/16/16
Jana

A sound of dissidence has shattered the lines of inheritance. A unity of disharmony a broken **path**, electric magnetic field that pulls you to attract. But the highways of holiness aligned to the heart that sound of resonance is where you start.

[Jana sings]

It’s the **path** that you trodden that levels the place creates the **path** of righteousness for Zion is your escape. A collective sea of transparency is where you stand, the order of Melchizedek is at His right hand. This collective sea has a sound of unity a four four four return, the recreative identity. It’s a higher place from the way you think. It’s the selah, it’s a place that you create, a redesign outside of time, restore the elements on all these lines, a re-collective, a platform of dabar (Hebrew meaning word), the things that were shattered restored are in the heart. The rainbow holds the promises before the foundations of the earth. They’ve been blocked or covered and held back their worth. The resonation of the earth is a fallen sound but from the heart of the saints you can restore in this place. A new collective in the way you see, a place of ruling and reigning from a heart that believes. Rainbow is also about the covenant and covenant promises. Ezekiel 44:4?, Rev 15: Saints stood on the crystal sea and sang and that opened the temple of the tabernacle of testimony in heaven.

1/16/16
January 16, 2016
Jana

Selah
what is the ruling at the gate, Shelah is a way of escape.
Selah is a place of choice, a sound of thinking to heal or destroy

the sound will carry you on the **path** to a place of inheritance or a trap.
Righteousness and truth have meet each other Mercy and Peace have kissed each other. Truth is revealed in a paradox, Double mindedness is a sound of dissidence from a judgement or a discussion against your inheritance.

Start at the Gate, Palmony is in this place. Fallow the **path** of the Lord into the re-generation to restore’ It is in the womb of the dawn to connect to Zions redemption song.
1/18/16
You create a way of discovery. A recreative design for recovery. The same thing that hurt you will heal you. It is the way of escape. Recovery of what was lost, the **path**way to claim. By decision your intention will proclaim. A desire fulfilled exist in His name.

2/3/16
Larry

Larry: There are realms and times to redeem. There are new garments and mandates. Walk the **path**. I'm bringing you to a hallway of champions. The vision and portrait of those who went before you. A portrait of my son and yes you will be one. A combination to unlock the mind, soul and body. Connectors connect. We are the connectors between earth and heaven. It is our agreement that allows them to do mischief to try to overtake the throne of God.

2/5/16
February 5, 2016
Jana at Summit

The **paths** of rigorousness are connected to the highways of holiness for the kingdom of light is Glories!

These are the Neuro **paths**ways that recreate on earth as it is in heaven
This is the way
It's through the gate
The truth the life, by the kingdom of light.
Even the DNA was bought by a price.
It's the way you believe. It's is the way you see. Selah will lead through by transferable of time. For the regeneration to be aligned

February 24, 2016
Jana

It is the way that matters. a hope exist by a pattern. The hope deferred makes a heart sick, by the sound of dissidence.
The way of the highway are the ways of Zion. Zion is the heart, were the smallest is the greatest part.
The way up is the way in. the way in is down for the original to begin again.

The **path** made in agreement will create the realm, expand the domain to take dominion to rule and to reign
Shut the doors than come on in. make a discussion ate the gate for creation claim.

3/7/16
The library is being search as you go in the enemy also. For your research is evident of the new creation design. It is the **paths** that connect that affects the DNA because of the inscription on the scones, the **paths** of correction will be known. The evidence has given away for life or death you choose this day. In His right hand are pleasures forever more. Look above and below to even the score. Each DNA or bar is connected to a line, a **path** of life from the original design. The inscription has claimed its way to change the resonance, the enemy's claim.

3/12/16
March 12, 2016
Jana

Hi paul,

It's is the way that matters. a hope exist by a pattern. The hope deferred makes a heart sick, by the sound of dissidence.
The way of the highway are the ways of Zion. Zion is the heart, were the smallest is the greatest part.
The way up is the way in. the way in is down for the original design to begin.

The **path** made in agreement will create the realm, expand the domain to take dominion to rule and to reign
shut the doors than come on in. make a discussion ate the gate for creation claim.
A platform of justice in this place travel with the grid in the power of His name.

3/18/16
March 18, 2016
Client with Jana

You are all in this place (No more delay Chronos – Rev 10). A place of defiance in order disgrace. Every path you meet by an intersection Chronos says stay so you can be found again another day. It is a genetic manipulation engaged by sound an expected disappointment is where you are found. It is a way with time to keep you locked in thinking. The promises seem to be a hope deferred but momentum is to be discovered for what is real. Four windows keep you are where you are trapped. A high tower connected to ungodly paths. The recurring claim form the library by name. His name is a high tower that is where you need to be. A place of safety where you can be free. The paths connect and intersect. The hope deferred has her in a net.

It is like a wave of a grid and turns and comes back again. Like it is laid out like a blanket. Chronos is claiming his legal stay. Every direction forward he states his claim.

There is an order of the court that needs to be stated that comes against the argument that was written. The argument that was written by the order of Melchizedek it can be named, written in the scroll before time. By name the path leads to the tower

The paths meet the tower and how they connect is how you see. By believing you are seeing for the books you will read. What was written before time is the order defined. Every day written before I was aligned. The problem is as the problem does. Finding the problem is what you become. But the original intent as it was said before the beginning. It was recorded by these books that were read.

Find the belief in the original intent. Take Chronos off the grid so the glorious ones of Yahweh can be sent.

Now in ancient of days court. Michael is present. “Your perception has positioned you and the sound gave merit. It was the argument against God that claimed it. It opened a path that gives you the more and even what you do have was taken away. You continued on the path by the words of your mouth. Even your heart decided to agree with doubt. The way to recover is a way of rediscovery. To claim your inheritance by the original word, the living and breathing by path you have heard. Quickly agree with your adversary and don’t hold Yahweh in debt. The best way out is the way in. By Yahweh’s name you were sent. A man’s words are deep waters and in contention they call for strokes. The lips of those against were a snare. They go down to the inmost parts. But the name of Yahweh is a high tower. Those who run into it are saved. Open the windows of blessings that go brighter and brighter to a new day. Heaven awaits for this truth to be known. His compassion and love before you were grown. You have His position so take your place. His name is your safety so remove the disgrace.”

Equation: If I Am = to I Am then I Am I Am. This equation was canceled in the Ancient of Days Court
Message: Rainbow Angel
From your heart it has been established. Trust in what was given. Stand your ground. Keep your decision. Avoid the way that goes back and forth. Convince your heart to what you trust. Life is before you so take the path. Your assurance is in abundance and by the promises you will grasp. Never hesitate to claim His name. Even the things lovely and pure you will gain. You are the conduit of the finished work. Lift up your head so the King of Glory will come in. The Lord is with you and He fights for you. Find your rest in assurance and you will break through.

3/25/16
March 25, 2016
Jana to Client
It is the argument against spoken at the gate. The doors are open but you can't escape. It is about the muse it is a holy way. A path created to recreate the day. The mediated sound must change to cancel out the old path of shame. This is a return to the shaar [gate or gate keeper] the keeper of the truth even when it is wrong. Familiar is your enemy, not your friend. One must be denied so the other can stand. One sound must be canceled so the other can live.

4/13/16
Jana
The belief of the heart is the way of seeing in which you tell. How you treat the Father is how you care for yourself.
Hearing is one thing but only true sight will tell. Your cellar memory has caused the debt. Change the path, restore the doors. Open the gates for glory to behold. The foundation is the anchor of love believed.
This move is more of change. The position of the heart is where it is claimed. The highways of Zion are in the heart.
The paths that disconnect you is where you start. It is an internal affair where Zion knows. The sum of the Father’s thoughts for you are more than you know. It has come against you in who you are. The enemy has convinced you that you have been barred.

4/18/16
Jana
You are the one to heal your parts. Your present self is where you start. You invite them in to be safe. I have already made a way. Where is the shield of faith? Where do you find your measure to agree? The cross is done to set you free. What does it look like when you are in Christ? What does it look like for you to be free? You were crucified with Christ and risen in life. Call them into the safe place. A platform of justice established by grace. Not the sum but everyone at every gate [one a time]. The judgments that hold these in must be safe and protected again [parts]. The paths are more important. Create the path for their way. Meditate, see, and believe what they can be. Imagination is a creative way. It can hurt or heal by faith you claim.

Jana Green
4/26/2016
Path ways by energized faith
Deal with the judgments at the gate that block the paths of a way of escape.
The gatekeeper holds the key to rule and reign as a heart believes.
The shield of faith is a place that is a working energy designed in grace
The paths are the way that lead astray to an ungodly dimension and heavenly place, by a decision a kingdom was made.
A fortress of protection created the walls that hold the belief in a re-call.
Find the narrow way that leads to the crown of life to claim.
The ancient path is the access for success.
By His Name you will claim the field of faith,
a ruling place that re-creates the path to the full light of Day.
The Kingdom of Zion is were you align, named in the book before there was time.
You enter in because you WAS, your name to name by the power of His blood,
You were written in the book of life before time began. The price was paid by YWHY’s Hand.

May 5, 2016
Rainbow angel
Holy Spirit
Jana
I have stored up sound and wisdom. A treasury to unlock. The secrets of a mystery will not be stopped. I am opening the books that have been blocked. Sound wisdom, sound judgment, a sound mind for adjustment. And wisdom will lead you in to the promises from the heart that will send. Belief is the key that holds them back. Unlock
your treasury to know you are without lack. All things have been given and freely I might add. You have not because you ask not because unbelief held you back. You rightly discern the weather and the patterns to judge but yet to rightly discern is better for the things that are above. You stand on a threshold to declare what is free. No judgement was given except for what would set a nation free. You are afraid to be judged or to get it wrong. Again you have not because you ask not. You have a sound, you have a song. You all have keys for this place to align. Not in an earthly decision but outside of time. The gates are set up to give strength to those that sit in justice. To claim a judgment so the kingdom is near. And every voice counts and all may agree. Claim the path of righteousness for the Kingdom and the King. Then I will hear from heaven for the order to align. And I will move on your behalf for every tongue and nation that is Mine. The world has no voice that wasn’t given to you. I don’t hear from the system. Only the believer is true. You bring it into being and all of creation wait. But in this place there is only one law that stands in the gate. Justice for judgment and it is allowed. Now you declare what your nation need. Your household, your school and the poor set free.

Some things are held back and you wait in delay. For there was a judgment that came through betrayal. The calling and gifting are without recompense. I called you then and I call you now. It is time to step into it. What you haven’t seen happen, many have given up. But this your time to open the books from above. What is lovely pure and honorable still stands and waits for out of your mouth you declare and your heart believes. Do it now for the courts are set up and the books are open. The promises are now open.
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Tongue of Angels

Where you are going you haven’t been yet. Don’t assume you know the way. Embrace the direction of change for the new thing, a new path to be laid. For this leads to the restoration of all things. Things created in heaven, things created in the earth. For freedom to begin. Heal the man, heal the land. Design through the cross and in fullness of time you stand. You can’t un-create what was made but you can create a better way.
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Pathways by energized faith

Deal with the judgments at the gate that block the paths of a way of escape. The gatekeeper holds the key to rule and reign as a heart believes. The shield of faith is a place that is a working energy designed in grace.

The paths are the way that lead astray to an ungodly dimension and heavenly place, by a decision a kingdom was made. A fortress of protection created the walls that hold the belief in a re-call.

Find the narrow way that leads to the crown of life to claim.

The ancient path is the access for success. By His Name you will claim the field of faith,

a ruling place that re-creates the path to the full light of Day.

The Kingdom of Zion is were you align, named in the book before there was time. You enter in because you WAS your name to name by the power of His blood. You were written in the book of life before time began. The price was paid by YWHY’s Hand.